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import selected u click import all new photos. wait for the process to end and then disconnect your device from your mac. you can import photos to your pc by connecting your device to yourAnd using the Windows Photos app: Update to the latest version of iTunes on your PC. Importing photos to your PC requires iTunes 12.5.1 or later. Connect your
iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch to your PC with a USB cable. If requested, unlock your iOS or iPad device using your password. If you see a warning on your iOS device or iPados requesting you to trust this computer, tap Trust or allow to continue. Then visit the Microsoft website to learn how to import photos to the Windows Photos app on Windows 10. If
you have iCloud photos, need Before importing to your PC. When you import videos from your iOS device or iPads to your PC, some can be turned incorrectly into the Windows Photos app. You can add these videos to iTunes to play them in the correct orientation. If you want to ensure that your iOS or iPad device photos have the best compatibility
with Windows 10, try these steps: on your iOS or iPad devices, open the Settings app. Tap camera and tap formats. Tap more compatible. From now on, your camera will create photos and videos in JPEG and H.264 formats. Visit the Microsoft website to learn how to import photos using Windows 7 or Windows 8. Information about products not
manufactured by Apple, or independent sites not controlled or tested by Apple, are provided without recommendation or endorsement. Apple assumes no responsibility for the selection, performance or use of third-party websites or products. Apple does not make representations about the accuracy or reliability of the third-party website. Contact the
supplier for additional information. Useful? Thanks for your feedback! 5.1 Privacy privacy privacy is fundamental in the Apple ecosystem, and you must use care when dealing with personal data to ensure you have od od somret sod somret so eââ siev¡Ãcilpa siel sa ,edadicavirp ed sacit¡Ãrp serohlem sa Developer program license agreement, not to
mention customer expectations. more particularly: 5.1.1 data collection and storage (i) privacy policies: all applications must include a link to your privacy policy in the metadata field of the app store connect and within the application easily accessible. the privacy policy should clearly and explicitly: identify what data, if any, the application/service
collected, how it collects this data and all the oos of that data. confirm that any third party with whom an application shares data from the orary (in accordance with these guidelines)-such as analysis tools, advertising networks and third-party sdks, as well as any parent, subsidiary u other related entities that will have access to the data from the
orary, will provide the same equal protection of the data from the orary as indicated in the application privacy policy and required by these guidelines. explain your data retention/exclusion policies and describe how one orary may revoke consent and/or request deletion of data from the orary. (ii) permission: applications that collect data from orary u
oo must protect the consent of the orary to the collection, even if such data is considered anonymous at the time u immediately after collection. the paid functionality should not depend on requiring one orary to grant access to that data. Applications should also provide the customer with an easily accessible and understandable way to withdraw
consent. ensure that your purpose sequences fully describe and describe your data oo. the applications that collect data for a legitimate interest without consent, relying on the general regulation of data protection of the European Union (“GDPR) a similar statute must comply with all the terms of that law. know more about howpermission. (III) Data
minimization: Applications must only request access to relevant data for the main application functionality and should collect and use only necessary data to perform the relevant task. Whenever possible, use the Picker or a sheet of action instead of requesting full access to protected resources such as photos or contacts. (iv) Access: Applications must
respect the permission settings of the enjoyment and do not try to manipulate, deceive or form people to consent to unnecessary data access. For example, applications that include the ability to post photos on a social network also should require access to the microphone before allowing the user to upload photos. Whenever possible, it provides
alternative solutions for users who do not grant consent. For example, if a user refuses to share location, offer the ability to manually insert an address. (v) Account registration: If the application does not include significant accounts based on, let people use it without login. If the application supports account creation, you should also offer account
exclusion within the application. Applications may not require usuals to insert personal information to function except when directly relevant to the main application functionality or required by law. If the main application functionality is not related to a specific social network (eg Facebook, Wechat, Weibo, Twitter, etc.) you must provide access
without login or through another mechanism. Pulling the profile basic information, share to the social network, or invite friends to use the application is not considered the main functionality of the application. The application should also include a mechanism to revoke social network credentials and disable data access between the application and the
social network from within the application. An application can not store credentials or tokens for social networks outside the device and may only use such credentials or tokens to connect directly to the social network of the application while the application is in use. (vi) odicerucsbo odicerucsbo uo otluco res o£Ãn edop rodalortnoc o ;soir¡Ãusu soa
etnemlevisiv seµÃ§Ãamrofni ratneserpa arap odasu res eved rellortnoCweiVirafaS )iiv( .repoleveD elppA amargorP od sodivomer o£Ãres sodavirp sodad sortuo uo sahnes rirbocsed arap sovitacilpa sues masu euq other views or layers. Additionally, an app may not use SafariViewController to track users without their knowledge and consent. (viii) Apps
that compile personal information from any source that is not directly from the user or without the user¢ÃÂÂs explicit consent, even public databases, are not permitted on the App Store. (ix) Apps that provide services in highly-regulated fields (such as banking and financial services, healthcare, gambling, legal cannabis use, and air travel) or that
require sensitive user information should be submitted by a legal entity that provides the services, and not by an individual developer. Apps that facilitate the legal sale of cannabis must be geo-restricted to the corresponding legal jurisdiction. (x) Apps may request basic contact information (such as name and email address) so long as the request is
optional for the user, features and services are not conditional on providing the information, and it complies with all other provisions of these guidelines, including limitations on collecting information from kids. 5.1.2 Data Use and Sharing (i) Unless otherwise permitted by law, you may not use, transmit, or share someone¢ÃÂÂs personal data without
first obtaining their permission. You must provide access to information about how and where the data will be used. Data collected from apps may only be shared with third parties to improve the app or serve advertising (in compliance with the Apple Developer Program License Agreement). You must receive explicit permission from users via the App
Tracking Transparency APIs to track their activity. Learn more about tracking. Apps that share user data without user consent or otherwise complying with data privacy laws may be removed from sale and may result in your removal from the Apple Developer Program. (ii) Data collected for one purpose may not be repurposed without further consent
unless otherwise explicitly permitted by law. (iii) Apps Do not try to create a user profile based on data collected and cannot try, facilitate or encourage other people to identify anonymous users or rebuild user profiles based on data collected from APIs provided by Apple or any data you say that have been collected in a “anonimized, “Gregouted,” or
otherwise unidentifiable. (iv) Do not use contact information, photos or other APIs that access user data to create a contact database for your own use or for sale/distribution to third parties, and do not collect information about which other applications are installed on a user's device for analysis or advertising/marketing purposes. (v) do not contact
people using the information collected through contacts or photos of a user, except the explicit initiative of that individualized user; Do not include a Select all options option or default selection of all contacts. You should provide the user with a clear description of how the message will appear to the recipient before sending it (e.g., what will the
message say? Who will appear to be the sender?). (vi) Data collected in the HomeKit API, HealthKit, Clinical Health Registration API, Motion Splitter APIs, Classkit or depth and/or facial mapping tools (e.g. Arkit, Camera APIs or Photo APIs) may not be used for marketing, advertising or usage-based data mining, including by third parties. Learn more
about best practices to implement CallKit, Healthkit, Classkit and Arkit. (vii) Apps using Apple Pay can only share user data purchased via Apple Pay with third parties to facilitate or improve the delivery of goods and services. 5.1.3 Medical health and health data are especially sensitive and applications in this space have some additional rules for
acid©Ãm acid©Ãm asiuqsep e ssentif ,edºÃas on sodateloc soriecret ed sodad so ragluvid uo rasu medop o£Ãn sovitacilpa so )i( :adigetorp ajetse etneilc od edadicavirp a euq From the API of clinical, API Healthkit, Movement and Fitness, Movementisoranderapis or research on related human subjects to advertising, marketing or other purposes of
data based on use, high Improve the management of the health or for the purpose of the research and then only with permissions. Applications may, however, use data from a goods or fitness of a user to provide a beneficial directly to this usual (such as a reduced insurance prize), provided that the application is sent by the entity that provides the
beneficial and The data is not shared with third parties. You must disclose the data of spectaphic health that you are collecting on the device. (ii) Applications should not write false or inaccurate data in healthkit or any other research application or management of health and can not store personal health information in the icloud. (iii) applications that
conduct research on related human subjects. This consent must include the (a) nature, proportion and duration of the research; (b) procedures, risks and benefits for the participant; (c) Information on confidentiality and data handling (including any third party sharing); (d) a contact point for participants' questions; and (e) the withdrawal process. (iv)
Applications that conduct the research of related human subjects are to ensure the approval of an independent review council. Proof of this approval must be provided upon request. 5.1.4 children for many reasons, it is essential to use care when dealing with personal data of children, and we encourage you to carefully review all the requirements to
comply with laws such as the Privacy Protection Law online of children COPPA), the General Data Protection Regulation of European Union (¢ âferences “GDPR”) and any other applicable regulations or laws. Applications may request the date of birth and those Parent contact information only for compliance purposes these statutes, but must include
some useful functionality or entertainment value regardless of a person¢ÃÂÂs age. Apps intended primarily for kids should not include third-party analytics or third-party advertising. This provides a safer experience for kids. In limited cases, third-party analytics and third-party advertising may be permitted provided that the services adhere to the
same terms set forth in Guideline 1.3. Moreover, apps in the Kids Category or those that collect, transmit, or have the capability to share personal information (e.g. name, address, email, location, photos, videos, drawings, the ability to chat, other personal data, or persistent identifiers used in combination with any of the above) from a minor must
include a privacy policy and must comply with all applicable children¢ÃÂÂs privacy statutes. For the sake of clarity, the parental gate requirement for the Kid¢ÃÂÂs Category is generally not the same as securing parental consent to collect personal data under these privacy statutes. As a reminder, Guideline 2.3.8 requires that use of terms like
¢ÃÂÂFor Kids¢ÃÂÂ and ¢ÃÂÂFor Children¢ÃÂÂ in app metadata is reserved for the Kids Category. Apps not in the Kids Category cannot include any terms in app name, subtitle, icon, screenshots or description that imply the main audience for the app is children. 5.1.5 Location Services Use Location services in your app only when it is directly
relevant to the features and services provided by the app. Location-based APIs shouldn¢ÃÂÂt be used to provide emergency services or autonomous control over vehicles, aircraft, and other devices, except for small devices such as lightweight drones and toys, or remote control car alarm systems, etc. Ensure that you notify and obtain consent before
collecting, transmitting, or using location data. If your app uses location services, be sure to explain the purpose in your app; refer to the Human Interface Guidelines for best for doing that. 5.2 Intellectual property Make sure your app only includes the content you created or you have a license to use. Your app can be removed if you step on the line
and use the content without permission. Obviously, this also means that someone else’s app can be removed if they “entreprered” from their work. If you believe that your intellectual property has been violated by another developer in the App Store, send a complaint through our web form. Laws differ in different countries and regions, but at least
avoid the following common errors: 5.2.1 Generally: do not use third-party protected material such as trademarks, copyrighted works or proprietary ideas in your The application without permission and does not include misleading, false or imitating representations, names or metadata in your app package or developer name. Applications must be
sent by the person or legal entity who has or has licensed intellectual property and other relevant rights. 5.2.2 Third Party Sites/Services: If your app uses, access, monetize access or display content from a third party service, make sure that you can do this specifically in terms of use of the Service. The authorization must be provided upon request.
5.2.3 Download audio/video: Applications should not facilitate illegal file sharing or include the ability to save, convert or download media from third-party sources (e.g. Apple Music, YouTube, SoundCloud, Vimeo, etc.) without explicit permission from these sources. Streaming audio/video content can also violate the terms of use; therefore check
before the app accesses these services. The documentation must be provided upon request. APPLE 5.2.4 APPLE AID: Does not suggest or imply that Apple is a source or supplier of the application, or ¬â ¬â ¢Ã ¬â ¢Ã ,o£Ã§Ãpo ad" rotidEÅ ¬â ¢Ã amu omoc odanoiceles rof ovitacilpa ues o eS .edadilanoicnuf uo edadilauq erbos ralucitrap me
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offer VPN services should use the NevpNmanager API and are only offered by enrolled developers as an organization. You must make a clear declaration of which user data will be collected and how it will be used on an application screen before any action to buy or use the serião Otherwise. Applications that offer VPN services can not sell, use or
disclose any data for any purpose and should commit to it in their privacy poet. VPN applications should not violate local laws, and if you choose to make your VPN application available in a territory that requires a vpn license, you must provide your licensing information in the Review Notes field of applications. Parental control, containing block and
security applications, among others, approved providers can also use the NevpNmanager API. Applications that do not comply with this guideline will be removed from the App Store and you can be removed from the Apple developer program. 5.5 Management of Momible Devices Momible Device Management The applications that offer Motherable
Device Management Services (MDM) must request this ability of Apple. Such applications may be offered by commercial companies, educational institutions or government agencies, and in limited cases, companies that use MDM for parental or secure or secure control services. You must make a clear declaration of which user data will be collected
and how it will be used on an application screen before any action to buy or use the serião Otherwise. MDM applications should not violate any applicable laws. Applications that offer MDM services can not oar u disclose to third parties any data for any purpose and must commit to it in your privacy policy. in limited cases, third-party analyses may be
permitted provided that the services only collect u transmit data about the developer's mdm application performance, and not any data about the orary, thedevice or other apps used on that device. Applications that offer configuration profiles must also adhere to these requirements. Apps that are not in compliance with this guideline will be removed
from the App Store and you can be removed from the Apple developer program. 5.6 Developer Code of Conduct, treat everyone with respect, whether in your responses to App Store reviews, customer support requests or when communicating with Apple, including your responses in App Store Connect. Do not engage in discriminatory practices,
intimidation, bullying and do not encourage others to engage in any of the above items. Repeated manipulative or misleading behavior or other fraudulent conduct will lead to your removal of the Apple Developer Program. Customer trust is the cornerstone of the success of the App Store. Apps should never attack users or try to boot customers, fool
them into unwanted shopping, force them to share unnecessary data, increase prices in a complicated way, collect resources or content that is not delivered or engage in any other practical handler within or outside the app. Your developer's account will be terminated if you engage in activities or actions that are not in accordance with the
developer's Code of Conduct. To restore your account, you can provide a written statement detailing the improvements you plan to make. If your plan is approved by Apple and we confirm that the changes have been made, your account may be restored. 5.6.1 App Store Reviews App Store customer reviews can be an integral part of the app
experience, so you should treat customers with respect to responding to their comments. Keep your responses directed to user comments and do not include personal information, spam or marketingyour answer. Use the API provided to lead user to review your application; This functionality allows customers to provide a classification and review of
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Choose the download format: Click Downloads, then select “Download full-size HD videos,” “Download high-quality SD videos,” or both. Some movies and TV shows are available in HD (high definition) format. Of these, some are available in both 1080p and 720p formats. Download Full HD Videos with URL or Extension Plugin in 1 Click. 3X faster HD
video downloader for YouTube, Facebook, Vimeo, Amazon and other … Part 1. Top 10 free movie makers for Windows 10. Before using it, it is key to understand the vital features and shortcomings of the best movie editor for Windows 10. This section will provide all the information you need to come to a decision finally. Nero Platinum - 7 programs in
one suite! Video Editing Streaming Data Security Conversion Burn Worldwide Radio Further Information Download FL Studio Mobile for Windows 10 for Windows to create and save complete multi-track music projects on your Windows Phone, Tablet or PC. 11/04/2022 · To truly understand the quality of free antivirus, we’ve compiled the complete
list of all 10 of the most popular free antivirus in the market, here are the 10 Microsoft Defender alternatives. p.s. Windows Defender that comes for free with Windows 10 is the best free antivirus, it comes with free firewall and real-time protection, both features that are not …
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